A.I.M.S. Materials
(10/13/2016)

BUDDING BOTANIST (Grades 3-6) 372.3 B927bu

CHEMISTRY MATTERS (Grades 5-7) 500 A294cm

CONCERNING CRITTERS: ADAPTIONS & INTERDEPENDENCE 590 A294ca

CONCERNING CRITTERS: OBSERVATIONS & CLASSIFICATION 590 A294cc

CYCLES OF KNOWING AND GROWING (Grades 1-3) 550 C995ck

EARTH EXPLORATIONS (Grades 2-3) 550 A294ee

EARTH, MOON, AND SUN (Grades 3-5) 372.3 A294em

EARTH ROCKS (Grades 4-5) 550 A294er

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS (Grades 1-3) 537 A427ec t

ENERGY EXPLORATIONS: SOUND, LIGHT, AND HEAT (Grades 3-5) 535 A294ee

EXPLORING ENVIRONMENTS (Grades 4-9) 508 M555ee

FALL INTO MATH AND SCIENCE (Grades PreK- K) 372.7 A294fm

FIELD DETECTIVES: INVESTIGATING PLAYGROUND HABITATS (Grades 3-6) 372.3 G289fi

FROM HEAD TO TOE (Grades 5-9) 611 A294ht

GLIDE INTO WINTER WITH MATH AND SCIENCE (Grades k-1) 372.7 A294gi 1987

HARDHATTING IN A GEOWORLD (Grades 3-5) 510.7 H259ha

IT MUST BE A BIRD (Grades Prek-2) 372.3 V242ib

JAW BREAKERS AND HEART THUMPERS (Grades 3-5) 372.3 A294jb

LOOKING AT LINES: INTERESTING OBJECTS AND LINEAR FUNCTIONS (Grades 6-9) 510 L863ll

MACHINE SHOP (Grades 5-9) 621.8 A294ms

MOSTLY MAGNETS (Grades 3-6) 372.3 A294mm
OUT OF THIS WORLD (Grades 4-8) 523 A294ow
POPPING WITH POWER (Grades 3-5) 372.7 P831po
PRIMARILY CRITTERS (Grades K-2) 372.3 A294pc
PRIMARILY EARTH (Grades k-3) 550 H789pr
PRIMARILY MAGNETS (Grades K-2) 538 A294pm
PRIMARILY PHYSICS (Grades k-3) 372.3 A294pp
PRIMARILY PLANTS (Grades k-3) 372.3 A294pr
PRIMARILY WEATHER (Grades K-3) 551.6 A294pw
PROBING SPACE (Grades 3-5) 523.1 A294ps
PUZZLE PLAY (Grades 4-8) 793.74 Y81pp
SENSATIONAL SPRINGTIME (Grades K-2) 372.35 A294ss
SENSE-ABLE SCIENCE (Grades k-1) 152.1 G679s t
SIMPLY MACHINES (Grades 3-5) 621.9 A294sm
SOAP FILMS AND Bubbles (Grades 4-9) 372 A294so
SPILLS AND RIPPLES (Grades 5-12) 507.8 B468sr
SPRING INTO MATH AND SCIENCE (Grades k-1) 372.21 A294sm
WATER, PRECIOUS WATER (Grades 4-6) 532 A294wp
WEATHER SENSE: MOISTURE (Grades 4-5) 551.6 W642wm
WEATHER SENSE: TEMPERATURE, AIR PRESSURE AND WIND (grades 4-5) 551.6 W642wt
WHAT ON EARTH? (Grades K-1) 530 A294we
WINTER WONDERS (grades K-2) 372.35 G679ww